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Abstract— This paper explores the relationship between nu-
merical integrators and optimal control algorithms. Specifically,
the performance of the differential dynamical programming
(DDP) algorithm is examined when a variational integrator
and a newly proposed surrogate variational integrator are
used to propagate and linearize system dynamics. Surrogate
variational integrators, derived from backward error analysis,
achieve higher levels of accuracy while maintaining the same
integration complexity as nominal variational integrators. The
increase in the integration accuracy is shown to have a large
effect on the performance of the DDP algorithm. In particular,
significantly more optimized inputs are computed when the
surrogate variational integrator is utilized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the intractable nature of the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation numerical solvers for the nonlinear optimal
control problem have been widely developed and imple-
mented. Generally, numerical optimal control solvers are
categorized as direct or indirect methods [1]. While indirect
methods use the calculus of variations to obtain multiple-
point boundary value problems, direct methods discretize the
optimal control problem. How the optimal control problem
is discretize is an important aspect of direct methods. In
this paper, the differential dynamical programming (DDP)
algorithm is used as a motivating example to explore the
importance of discretization in direct methods. In particular,
this paper examines the role of the selected numerical
integrator used to propagate and linearize system dynamics
in the DDP algorithm.
The DDP algorithm generates optimal control policies
utilizing a quadratic approximation of the cost-to-go func-
tion and linearized state space dynamics [2]–[5]. Iterative
linear quadratic regulators (iLQR) were derived similarly [6].
Further analysis and development of the algorithm has ad-
dressed state and control constraints and proven, under mild
assumptions, quadratic convergence of the solution [3], [4],
[7], [8]. The algorithm has been successfully implemented
in simulation and in a real-time aerospace application [9].
Furthermore, the benefits of using variational integrators in
DDP algorithms have been demonstrated [10].
Variational integrators are ideal candidates to used in an
optimal control solver due to their long-term energy preserv-
ing properties and available structured linearization [11]–
[15]. However, traditional variational integrators can only
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achieve second-order accuracy and, therefore, their achiev-
able benefits are limited. This paper introduces the concept of
surrogate Lagrangians for variational integrators. Surrogate
variational integrators, derived from backward error analysis,
achieve higher levels of accuracy while maintaining the
same integration scheme as a nominal variational integrator
[16]–[19]. Therefore, the proposed integrator maintains the
geometric and structural properties of nominal variational
integrators.
This paper explores the relationship between numerical
integrators and optimal control algorithms. Specifically, the
performance of the DDP algorithm is examined when a
variational integrator and a newly proposed surrogate varia-
tional integrator are used to propagate and linearize system
dynamics. Numerical experiments demonstrate significantly
more optimized inputs are computed when the surrogate
variational integrator is utilized. Therefore, the accuracy
of numerical integrators may have a large impact on all
algorithms used for control and state estimation.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
gives an overview of variational integrators, structured lin-
earization, and the differential dynamic programming algo-
rithm. The concepts of backward error analysis and surrogate
Lagrangians are outlined in Section III. The benefits of
surrogate Lagrangians are demonstrated through a series of
numerical experiments in Section IV. Conclusions and future
research directions are discussed in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Overview of Variational Integrators
Variational integrators are used to propagate a dynamical
system’s (potentially forced and constrained) configuration
through time. Rather than using a discrete approximation
of the Euler-Lagrange equation, variational integrators are
created by approximating the Lagrange-d’Alembert princi-
ple [12], [20], [21]. The resulting approximation gives an
implicit two-step mapping from two consecutive discrete
configurations to the next (qk−1, qk) → (qk+1). Therefore,
the continuous system configuration is approximated by a
sequence of discrete configuration vectors (q1, q2, . . . , qn).
Formally developing a variational integrator begins with
defining the discrete Lagrangian as
Ld(qk, qk+1) = hL(
qk+1 + qk
2
,
qk+1 − qk
h
),
≈
∫ tk+1
tk
L(q(τ), q˙(τ)) dτ, (1)
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where L(q(t), q˙(t)) is the Lagrangian of the dynamical
system defined as
L(q, q˙) = T (q(t), q˙(t))− V (q(t)), (2)
such that T (q, q˙) and V (q) are the system’s kinetic and
potential energy, respectively, and q(t) is the system’s con-
figuration. Furthermore, qk is the system’s configuration at
time tk and h is the discretization time step (h = tk+1− tk).
The definition of the discrete Lagrangian is not unique
and a generalized midpoint approximation can be used to
derive other discrete Lagrangians such that Ld(qk, qk+1) =
hL(qk+1(1 − α) + qkα, qk+1−qkh ) where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
However, by setting α = 0.5 second-order convergence
of the integrator is obtained [20]. Likewise, left and right
discrete forces are defined as
F−d (qk, qk+1, uk)·δqk+F+d (qk, qk+1, uk)·δqk+1
≈
∫ tk+1
tk
F (q(τ), q˙(τ), u(τ)) · δq dτ, (3)
where
F±d (qk, qk+1, uk) =
h
2
F (
qk+1 + qk
2
,
qk+1 − qk
h
, uk), (4)
u(t) is the system’s input (if any), and δq is a virtual
displacement. The defined quantities are used to obtain a
discrete approximation of the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle
[22]1:
δS[q(t)] = δ
∫ tf
0
L(q, q˙) dτ +
∫ tf
0
F (q, q˙, u) · δq dτ,
≈
n−1∑
k=1
(
D1Ld(qk, qk+1) +D2Ld(qk−1, qk)
) · δqk
+
n−1∑
k=1
(
F−d (qk, qk+1, uk)
+ F+d (qk−1, qk, uk)
) · δqk = 0, (5)
where t1 = 0 and tn = tf. The approximation can be equiv-
alently represented by the forced discrete Euler-Lagrange
(DEL) equation (δq1 = 0 and δqn = 0 by definition):
D1Ld(qk, qk+1) +D2Ld(qk−1, qk)+
F−d (qk, qk+1, uk) +F
+
d (qk−1, qk, uk) = 0. (6)
The DEL equation gives an implicit two-step mapping
from two consecutive discrete configurations to the next
(qk−1, qk) → (qk+1). Through the introduction of a new
quantity, pk, the forced DEL equations can be given in a
position-momentum form as
pk +D1Ld(qk, qk+1) + F
−
d (qk, qk+1, uk) = 0, (7)
pk = D2Ld(qk−1, qk) + F+d (qk−1, qk, uk) (8)
and, therefore, an implicit one-step mapping is obtained
(qk, pk) → (qk+1) [20]. Note that pk does not have any
1The slot derivative DjG(y1, y2, . . . ) is defined to be the derivative of
G with respect to its jth argument. That is, DjG(y1, y2, . . . ) = ∂G∂yj .
dependence on qk+1. Finally, by defining the integration
equation
f(qk+1) = pk+D1Ld(qk, qk+1)+F
−
d (qk, qk+1, uk), (9)
and its derivative
Df(qk+1) = D2D1Ld +D2F
−
d , (10)
a simple root finding algorithm, outlined in Algorithm 1,
can be used to numerically solve the implicit relationship.
Therefore, given q0, q1, and the system’s input, u(t), the
configuration can be propagated indefinitely. Furthermore,
the variational integrator can be reformulated in the case
where initial conditions are given in the form (q(t0), q˙(t0)).
Algorithm 1 The Newton–Raphson Method
while |f(qk+1)| > tol do
qk+1 ← qk+1 −Df−1(qk+1) · f(qk+1)
end while
As discussed in [13] and [15] a first-order linearization
of the discrete system dynamics can be obtained from the
derived implicit one-step mapping (7)-(8). The linearization
is given in the following form[
δqk+1
δpk+1
]
=
[
∂qk+1
∂qk
∂qk+1
∂pk
∂pk+1
∂qk
∂pk+1
∂pk
] [
δqk
δpk
]
+
[
∂qk+1
∂uk
∂pk+1
∂uk
]
δuk.
The derivative ∂qk+1∂qk is found by implicitly differentiating
equation (7):
∂
∂qk
[pk +D1Ld(qk, qk+1) + F
−
d (qk, qk+1, uk) = 0],
∂qk+1
∂qk
= −M−1k+1
(
D1D1Ld(qk, qk+1)
+D1F
−
d (qk, qk+1, uk)
)
, (11)
where Mk+1 = D2D1Lk+1 + D2F−k+1. Quantities
∂qk+1
∂pk
and ∂qk+1∂uk can be found similarly. The remaining derivatives
are found by explicitly differentiating equation (8). The
same linearization procedure is applicable to constrained and
stochastic systems [10], [13], [15].
Recently, state estimation algorithms and numerical opti-
mal control solvers have been shown to achieve better nu-
merical performance when variational integrators, rather than
one-step Euler methods, are used to linearize and propagate
system dynamics [9], [10]. However, traditional variational
integrators can only achieve second-order accuracy and,
therefore, further improvements cannot be easily achieved
without reducing the time step–something that might be
constrained by the embedded system or by computational
resources. Section III introduces a method to increase the
accuracy of variational integrators without increasing their
complexity. Furthermore, numerical experiments in Section
IV demonstrate that a particular numerical optimal control
solver performs better when fourth-order accurate variational
integrators are utilized.
Typically, the left and right discrete forces are functions
of the future input, uk+1. Specifically, the discrete forces are
defined as
F±d (qk, qk+1, uk) =
h
2
F (
qk+1 + qk
2
,
qk+1 − qk
h
,
uk + uk+1
2
). (12)
If the input signal is continuous this representation is required
for the newly proposed surrogate variational integrator to
obtain fourth-order convergence. However, if the discrete
forces depend on the uk+1 the first-order linearization given
above becomes non-causal. Nevertheless, since the DDP
algorithm produces a piecewise constant input signal the
quantities uk+uk+12 and uk are equivalent since u(Tk) =
uk, Tk ∈ [t0 + kh, t0 + (k + 1)h). That is, the average
input over the time span of Tk is uk. Therefore, a causal
linearization and a proper surrogate variational integrator can
be defined in this setting.
B. Overview of DDP
The differential dynamic programming (DDP) algorithm
iteratively solves a nonlinear optimal control problem using
first- and second-order approximations of the considered
dynamical system and the cost-to-go function, respectively
[2]–[5]. Specifically, the DDP algorithm is used to find the
(local) minimum of a cost given by
v(x, u, t) = h(x(tf) +
∫ tf
t0
l(x(τ), u(τ), τ) dτ, (13)
subject to dynamics of the form
x˙(t) = F (x(t), u(t)), (14)
where h(x(tf)) is the terminal cost, l(x(t), u(t), t) is the
running cost, x is the state vector, and u is the control input.
Being discrete in nature the DDP algorithm computes an
optimal sequence of discrete inputs, U = {u1, u2, . . . }, to
minimize the given cost such that the continuous input is then
defined as u(Tk) = uk, Tk ∈ [t0+kh, t0+(k+1)h) where h
is the discretization time step. Furthermore, the continuous
system dynamics are also approximated by a user-selected
numerical integrator as a sequence of state vectors such that
x1 = x(t0), x2 = x(t0 + h), . . . , xN = x(tf). Iteratively
the DDP algorithm updates the input, U , with a computed
optimal control deviation, U?, as
U ← U + γδU?, (15)
where γ is a constant or generated with an automated process
such as an Armijo line search [23]. The optimization is
then repeated using the newly updated input. Though the
DDP algorithm has proven convergence guarantees several
iterations can be required to obtained a solution sufficiently
close to the optimal solution [8].
An abridged derivation of the DDP algorithm is given
here and further details can be found in [2], [5], [8]. To
begin, given a nominal sequence of discrete inputs U¯ =
{u¯1, . . . , u¯n−1} a first-order linearization around the associ-
ated nominal state trajectory X¯ = {x¯1, . . . , x¯n} is computed:
δxk+1 = Akδxk +Bkδuk, (16)
where Ak and Bk are defined according to the utilized
numerical integrator. Since variational integrators are con-
sidered in this paper the linearization defined in the previous
section is used. Next, a second-order expansion of the
optimal cost-to-go function
V (x¯k, tk) = min
uk
[
L(x¯k, u¯k, tk) + V (x¯k+1, tk+1)
]
(17)
is given as 2
min
δuk
[
L(x¯k + δxk, u¯k + δuk, tk) + V (x¯k+1 + δxk+1, tk+1)
]
≈ min
δuk
[Qk + δu
T
kQu,k + δx
T
kQx,k +
1
2δu
T
kQuu,kδuk
+
1
2
δxTkQxx,kδxk + δu
T
kQux,kδxk], (18)
where
Lk = lkh, Qk = Vk+1 + Lk,
Qx,k = Lx,k +A
T
kVx,k+1, Qu,k = Lu,k +B
T
kVx,k+1,
Qxx,k = Lxx,k +A
T
kVxx,k+1Ak,
Quu,k = Luu,k +B
T
kVxx,k+1Bk,
Qxu,k = Lux,k +B
T
kVxx,k+1Ak.
Minimizing equation (18) yields the optimal control devia-
tion δU? = {δu?1, δu?2, . . . }:
δu?k = −Q−1uu,k(Qu,k +Qux,kδx?k), (19)
where δX? = {δx?1, δx?2, . . . } is propagated as
δx?k = Akδx
?
k−1 +Bkδu
?
k−1, δx
?
1 = 0. (20)
The optimal control deviation contains a feedforward and a
feedback component given by Q−1uu,kQu,k and Q
−1
uu,kQux,k,
respectively. A backward propagating second-order approx-
imation of the value function is obtained when δu? is
incorporated back into equation (18):
Vk = Vx,k+1 + Lk − 1
2
Qu,kQ
−1
uu,kQu,k, (21)
Vx,k = Qx,k −Qu,kQ−1uu,kQTux,k, (22)
Vxx,k = Qxx,k −Qxu,kQ−1uu,kQTux,k, (23)
where the initial conditions are derived from the terminal
cost, h(·), as V (x¯N ) = h(x¯N ), Vx(x¯N ) = hx(x¯N ), and
Vxx(x¯N ) = hxx(x¯N ). As stated earlier, the derived optimal
control deviation, δU?, is used to update the nominal input
(15). The optimization process can then be repeated to
produce successively updated control inputs. Termination
of the optimization can occur when an update results in
negligible change to cost or after a predetermined number
of iterations. The DDP algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2.
2For ease of exposition, notation for derivatives is condensed to ∇zg =
gz and ∇xzg = gxz . Furthermore, the condensed notation Qx,k =
Qx(x¯k, u¯k) is used.
It should be expected that the accuracy of the utilized
numerical integrator has a significant effect on the perfor-
mance of the DDP algorithm. Note that both the forward
propagation (discretized trajectory) and the backward prop-
agation (value function approximation) rely on the selected
numerical integrator. Therefore, effective optimized inputs
cannot be obtained without a correct representation of the
evolution of the dynamical system.
Algorithm 2 DDP with an Armijo Line Search
Require:
Initial discrete control input u(t), parameters α, β, 
system dynamics (14), and cost function (13)
while Cost updates results in more than  in difference do
Propagate the discretized trajectory
Linearize the value function and system dynamics
Back-propagate equations (21)-(23)
Compute δU? and δX?
while Costp > Cost + αβ(vxδX? + vuδU?) do
Find the proposed input up ← u+ βjδU?
Propagate trajectory, xp
Find proposed cost Costp ← v(xp, up, t)
Update j ← j + 1
end while
Update: u← up, x← xp,Cost← Costp
end while
III. BACKWARD ERROR ANALYSIS
Backward error analysis quantifies the distortion induced
to a differential equation by a particular numerical integrator.
The methodology derives a modified differential equation
that exactly captures the propagated trajectory produced
by the integrator. That is, by attempting to propagate a
differential equation the error induced by a numerical method
instead produces an error free sampled solution of the
modified differential equation. Therefore, by comparing the
differential equation and the modified differential equation
the accuracy of a particular numerical integrator can be
assessed directly in terms of the underlying state equations.
A rigorous treatment of backward error analysis can be found
in References [16]–[19].
To begin a brief summary of the methodology, suppose
that a numerical integrator is used to approximate a continu-
ous trajectory produced by an ordinary differential equation
given by
x˙(t) = f(x(t)), x(0) = x0, (24)
such that the discrete propagation xd = {x0, x1, . . . , xn} is
generated as
xk+1 = Ψ(xk), (25)
where xk ≈ x(kh) and h is the discretization time step.
Furthermore, consider a modified differential equation of the
form
fmod(x(t)) = f(x(t)) + hf2(x(t)) + h
2f3(x(t)) . . . , (26)
˙˜x(t) = fmod(x˜(t)), x˜(0) = x0, (27)
such that xk = x˜(kh). That is, the evolution of the modified
differential equation is exactly captured by the numerical
integrator. Under the assumption that the numerical method
is expandable as
Ψ(x) = x+ hf(x) + h2ψ2(x) + h
3ψ3(x) + . . . , (28)
the modified differential equation is defined by a recursive
relationship:
f2(x) = ψ2(x)− 1
2!
fxf, (29)
f3(x) = ψ3(x)− 1
3!
(fxx ◦ (f, f) + fxfxf)
− 1
2!
(fxf2 + f2,xf), (30)
f4(x) = . . . . (31)
By examining the difference between f(x(t)) and fmod(x(t))
the systematic error induced by the numerical integrator can
be assessed. Typically, the modified equation is a function
of original differential equation and the particular numerical
integrator. Furthermore, the order of the numerical integrator
determines if any terms of the modified differential equation
are zero. For example, for a fourth-order integrator it is
expected that f2(x) = 0 and f3(x) = 0.
A. Modified Lagrangians
When analyzing variational integrators under the frame-
work of backward error analysis modified Lagrangians or
Hamiltonians are derived. That is, the modification caused
by the variational integrator is characterized by another
Hamiltonian system. A “near-by” Hamiltonian system is
exactly captured by the variational integrator and, therefore,
desirable geometric properties are maintained. This property
of the numerical scheme offers insight to its energy and
structure preserving abilities [12].
Reference [24] presents a methodology for deriving a mod-
ified Lagrangian when a midpoint variational integrator is
used. The methodology supposes that there exist a modified
Lagrangian, Lm, such that the discrete Ld(qk, qk+1), given
by equation (1), equals the action integral of the modified
system:
hL(
qk+1 + qk
2
,
qk+1 − qk
h
) =
∫ tk+1
tk
Lm(q, q˙) dτ. (32)
After extensive analysis, the modified Lagrangian was found
to be
Lm = L− h
2
24
(− 2∂L
∂q
q¨ + q˙T
∂2L
∂q∂q
q˙
+ q¨T
∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
q¨ + 2q¨T
∂2L
∂q∂q˙
q˙
)
+ o(h4). (33)
The equations of motion of the modified and original systems
can be related as
q¨(t) =
(∂2Lm
∂q˙∂q˙
)−1(∂Lm
∂q
− ∂
2Lm
∂q∂q˙
q˙
)
=
( ∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
)−1(∂L
∂q
− ∂
2L
∂q∂q˙
q˙
)
+ o(h2). (34)
since the respective Lagrangians differ in terms of order
h2. Furthermore, the equations of motion (34) can be in-
corporated into the expression of the modified Lagrangian
to eliminate any dependence on q¨(t):
Lm = L− h
2
24
(
q˙T
( ∂2L
∂q∂q
− ∂
2L
∂q˙∂q
T
∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
−1
∂2L
∂q˙∂q
)
q˙
− ∂L
q
T ∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
-1
∂L
q
+ 2q˙T
∂2L
∂q˙∂q
T
∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
−1
∂L
∂q
)
+ o(h4).
B. Surrogate Lagrangians
In the previous section we have quantified the error
induced by a variational integrator. It is only natural to
look for a manner in which to mitigate or eliminate the
quantified error. Several numerical integrators have been
developed for specific classes of dynamical systems that
eliminate integration error (up to some order) [25]–[31].
However, the surrogate variational integrator outlined below
is unique in that no assumption on the structure of the
system’s Lagrangian is needed.
The proposed approach uses the same integration scheme
as traditional variational integrators, but replaces the La-
grangian of the system with a surrogate. Through the in-
troduction of the surrogate Lagrangian the induced error of
order h2 can be eliminated and, therefore, an increase in
accuracy is achieved. The surrogate Lagrangian, Lˆ, is defined
as
Lˆ = L+
h2
24
(−2∂L
∂q
q¨ + q˙T
∂2L
∂q∂q
q˙
+ q¨T
∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
q¨ + 2q¨T
∂2L
∂q∂q˙
q˙). (35)
The modified surrogate Lagrangian, Lˆm, is derived from
equations (33) and (35) as
Lˆm = Lˆ− h
2
24
(−2∂Lˆ
∂q
q¨ + q˙T
∂2Lˆ
∂q∂q
q˙
+ q¨T
∂2Lˆ
∂q˙∂q˙
q¨ + 2q¨T
∂2Lˆ
∂q∂q˙
q˙). (36)
Therefore,
Lˆm = L+ o(h
4), (37)
since
− 2∂Lˆ
∂q
q¨ + q˙T
∂2Lˆ
∂q∂q
q˙ + q¨T
∂2Lˆ
∂q˙∂q˙
q¨ + 2q¨T
∂2Lˆ
∂q∂q˙
q˙ + o(h2)
= −2∂L
∂q
q¨ + q˙T
∂2L
∂q∂q
q˙ + q¨T
∂2L
∂q˙∂q˙
q¨ + 2q¨T
∂2L
∂q∂q˙
q˙. (38)
Note that (37) implies that the difference in equations of
motion of the modified surrogate and original systems is
of order h4. Therefore, the surrogate variational integrator,
a second-order integrator, achieves fourth-order accuracy.
No change in the central integration scheme was needed
in order to obtained the increase in accuracy. Furthermore,
since the central integration scheme remains the same a
linearization of the discrete system dynamics is available.
Therefore, the surrogate variational integrator can be used in
algorithms requiring linearization of system dynamics (e.g.
numerical optimal control solvers [1], Kalman filters [32],
etc.). Lastly, the methodology presented in Reference [24]
is applicable to forced and constrained systems. Therefore,
surrogate Lagrangians for constrained and forced systems
can be derived, but due to space constraints further analysis is
not given. However, the numerical examples given in Section
IV are of forced systems.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, DDP algorithms utilizing the nominal
and surrogate variational integrators are used to numerically
solve two optimal control problems. It is shown that the
DDP algorithms utilizing the surrogate variational integrators
are able to produce more optimized inputs and trajectories.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the trajectories produced by the
variational integrators are also compared. As expected, the
surrogate variational integrator achieves fourth-order conver-
gence in propagation error.
Two metrics are used to judge the performance of the
variational integrators: propagation error L2-norm and as-
sessed cost. The propagation error L2-norm of a variational
integrator is computed as
eL2 =
(
h
tn∑
t0
(qk − qbm(tk))2
) 1
2
(39)
where qbm(t) is the trajectory obtained from a high-fidelity
benchmark integrator (analytic or sufficiently small dis-
cretization time step). The assessed cost is the cost incurred
by the system when the optimized piecewise constant inputs
are used in a continuous-time setting. For the presented
experiments, the continuous response of the system is ap-
proximated by propagating the system with a high-fidelity
benchmark integrator. Therefore, the assessed cost is able to
appraise the effect of optimizing the continuous problem in
a discrete setting. In particular, the assessed cost will change
as the discretization time step used by the DDP algorithm is
varied.
A. Harmonic Oscillator
In this example a harmonic oscillator is considered with
mass M and spring constant K. Its Lagrangian is given as
L = 12Mq˙
2 − 12Kq2, (40)
and its surrogate Lagrangian is given as
Lˆ = 12 (M − h
2
12K)q˙
2 − 12 (K + h
2
12KM
−1K)q2, (41)
where
M =

2 0.1 0 0.3
0.1 3 0.1 0
0 0.1 4.1 0.3
0.3 0 0.3 4
 ,
K =

1 0.5 0 0.5
0.5 0.9 0.35 0
0 0.35 8.1 0.65
0.5 0 0.65 2.1
 .
The systems equations of motion are given as
Mq¨ = −Kq +Bu(t), q(t0) = q0, q˙(t0) = q˙0, (42)
where
B =

1 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
 ,
is the input matrix, u is the input, and q0 = [5, 0, 0, 0]T, q˙0 =
[0, 0, 0, 0]T are the initial conditions. Note that the system is
under-actuated and is not damped. Therefore, an accurate
prediction of future states is critical to determine an optimal
control policy. The cost to be minimized is
v(x, u, t) =
∫ 10
0
1
20
u(τ)Tu(τ) +
1
2
q(τ)Tq(τ) dτ. (43)
Recall that the DDP algorithm is discrete in nature and,
therefore, a piecewise constant, not a continuous, input
is optimized. The piecewise input is defined as u(Tk) =
uk, Tk ∈ [t0+kh, t0+(k+1)h) where h is the discretization
time step. Finally, since the considered system is linear the
configuration can be propagated error free using an explicit
integrator:
xk+1 = e
Ahxk +A
−1(eAh − I)Buk, (44)
where A is the state transition matrix of the system in its
state space formulation. Furthermore, note that (44) also
provides a linearization of the discrete system dynamics.
The numerical integrator given in (44) is the benchmark
integrator for this example. Of course, for linear systems
the best numerical integrator to use in the DDP algorithm
would be (44). Therefore, the variational integrators can be
fairly assessed by being compared to (44).
Figure 1 shows the propagation error L2-norm as a
function of the discretization time step when the harmonic
oscillator was simulated for 250 seconds and all inputs were
set to unity. As predicted by the analysis outlined in Section
III the surrogate variational integrator obtained a fourth-order
convergence of the propagation error.
Figure 2 shows the assessed cost of optimized control
inputs as a function of the utilized discretization time step for
the three numerical integrators considered. The assessed cost
grew significantly faster as a function of the discretization
time step when the nominal variational integrator was used.
However, the surrogate variational and benchmark integrators
produced very similar assessed costs. Note that the assessed
cost for all integrators increases as the discretization time
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Fig. 1: The propagation error L2-norm (benchmark trajectory
obtained by (44)) as a function of the utilized discretization
time step. The nominal and surrogate variational integrators
display second- and fourth-order convergence, respectively.
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Fig. 2: The assessed cost of the optimized control inputs
and associated trajectories as a function of the utilized
discretization time step. The assessed cost grew significantly
faster as a function of the discretization time step when
the nominal variational integrator was used. The surrogate
variational and benchmark integrators (44) resulted in very
similar assessed costs.
step increases. This increase can be attributed to a decrease
in controller bandwidth, an increase in integration errors,
and numerical errors arising from approximations found in
the derivation of the DDP algorithm. However, the increase
seen for the benchmark integrator is not caused by errors in
propagation or linearization. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the surrogate variational integrator is sufficiently accu-
rate to eliminate most affects of integration error on the DDP
algorithm.
B. Cart with Double Pendulum
A cart with a double pendulum attached to its center of
mass, as depicted in Figure 3, is considered for this example
(see [33] for a full description of this dynamical system). The
mass of the cart and both pendulums are 1 kilogram and the
q2 
q3 
q1, u1 
g 
Fig. 3: Diagram of the considered cart with a double pendu-
lum system. The system consists of a single input and three
generalized coordinates where q1 is the horizontal position
of the cart, and q2 and q3 are the rotation angles with
respect to the inertial frame of the first and second pendulum,
respectively.
lengths of the first and second pendulum are 4 and 6 meters,
respectively. The mass of the pendulums are assumed to be
concentrated at their ends. The system was subjected to a
gravitational field (9.81 m/s2) and no damping forces were
modeled. There is a single input that directly influences the
acceleration of the cart such that the systems equations of
motion are given as
∂2L(q, q˙)
∂2q˙
q¨ =
∂L(q, q˙)
∂q
− ∂
2L(q, q˙)
∂q∂q˙
q˙ +Bu(t),
q(t0) = q0, q˙(t0) = q˙0 (45)
where L is the system Lagrangian, B = [1, 0, 0]T, q(t0) =
[0, 9pi8 ,
5pi
6 ]
T, q˙(t0) = [0, 0, 0]T, q1 is the horizontal position
of the cart in meters, and q2 and q3 are the rotation angles
in radians with respect to the inertial frame of the first and
second pendulum, respectively. If q = 0 and q˙ = 0 the
double pendulum is inverted and in an unstable equilibrium.
The cost to be minimized is
v(x, u, t) =
∫ 20
0
1
200
u(τ)Tu(τ) + 50q1(τ)
2
+ 50pi
(
q2(τ)− pi)2 + (q3(τ)− pi)2
)
dτ. (46)
Therefore, the goal is to drive the system to its stable equilib-
rium. Since the system is nonlinear the benchmark integrator
used in the previous example is not available. Therefore, the
benchmark integrator is the surrogate variational integrator
when h = 1× 10−3.
Unlike the previous example, the surrogate Lagrangian
cannot be parameterized by a change in physical parameters.
Several more polynomials appear in the surrogate Lagrangian
than in the nominal Lagrangian. Therefore, evaluation of
the discrete surrogate Lagrangian and its derivatives is
computationally more expensive than in the nominal case.
However, the complexity of the central integration scheme
remains the same. The added expense of evaluating surrogate
Lagrangians can be mitigated through parallelization or code
optimization.
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Fig. 4: The propagated q2 trajectory obtained by the nominal
and surrogate variational integrator when h = 0.25 and all
inputs were set to unity. The benchmark trajectory is obtained
by the surrogate variational integrator when h = 1 × 10−3.
While the nominal variational integrator produces significant
propagation errors, the surrogate variational integrator is able
to accurately predict the evolution of the system.
Figure 4 shows the propagated q2 trajectory obtained
by the nominal and surrogate variational integrator when
h = 0.25 and all inputs were set to unity. While the nominal
variational integrator produces significant propagation errors,
the surrogate variational integrator is able to accurately
predict the evolution of the system. The difference of the
propagated q2 trajectories and the benchmark trajectory at
t = 20 was 0.3967 and 0.0470 when the nominal and
surrogate variational integrator were used, respectively. Al-
though not shown due to space constraints, the surrogate
variational integrator obtained fourth-order convergence of
the propagation error.
Figure 5 shows the assessed cost of optimized control
inputs as a function of the utilized discretization time step.
The assessed cost grew significantly faster as a function of
the discretization time step when the nominal variational
integrator was used. Qualitatively, Figures 2 and 5 show
similar trends. As before, the difference in numerical integra-
tors result in a significant difference in the performance of
the overall DDP algorithm. While computing the assessed
cost, the solutions produced by the nominal and surrogate
variational integrators initially became unstable when h =
0.410 and h = 0.605 was used in the DDP algorithm,
respectively. At these discretization time steps the assessed
cost experienced an abrupt change of multiple orders of mag-
nitude. This abrupt change suggests that the DDP algorithm
failed to converged to a useful solution.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the concept of a surrogate varia-
tional integrator and demonstrated the benefits of using the
proposed integrator in the DDP algorithm. These benefits
are not expected to be exclusive to the DDP algorithm. Any
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Fig. 5: The assessed cost of the optimized control inputs
and associated trajectories as a function of the utilized
discretization time step. The assessed cost grew significantly
faster as a function of the discretization time step when
the nominal variational integrator was used. On the other
hand, the assessed cost was relatively constant when the
surrogate variational integrator was used. While computing
the assessed cost, the solutions produced by the nominal
and surrogate variational integrators initially became unstable
when h = 0.410 and h = 0.605, respectively.
algorithm or process that utilizes propagated system trajecto-
ries or linearizes system dynamics will undoubtedly benefit.
The presented work motivates further investigation into the
numerical properties of algorithms used in control and state
estimation. Furthermore, backward error analysis may pro-
vide the necessary tools to analytically determine an algo-
rithm’s dependence on computational resources. Therefore,
the design process of control and state estimation algorithms
can explicitly take into account, for example, constraints on
memory allocation and execution time. While the complexity
of the central variational integration scheme is not increased
by the introduction of surrogate Lagrangians, evaluation of
discrete surrogate Lagrangian and its derivatives can be
computationally expensive. However, the computational cost
of these evaluations can be mitigated through parallelization
or code optimization.
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